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How to make legal scholarship more permanent
404 Error - File Not Found

Aren't you glad you didn't cite to this webpage in the Supreme Court Reporter at Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association, 131 S.Ct. 2729, 2749 n.14 (2011). If you had, like Justice Alito did, the original content would long since have disappeared and someone else might have come along and purchased the domain in order to make a comment about the transience of linked information in the internet age.

And if you quoted this in the NY Times, will you do a correction for the now changed text?
Websites Change, Go Away and Get Taken Down

Perma.cc helps scholars, journals and courts create permanent links to the online sources cited in their work. Here's an example.

CREATE AN ACCOUNT
Create a Perma archive

http://library.columbia.edu/

Success!
You’re halfway there. To make this archive permanent, review and vest it.

http://perma.cc/8L9H-5MZM
III. FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW AS ORDINARY LAW

Perhaps the biggest concern about normalization is that treating foreign relations as akin to ordinary domestic law would undermine the important justifications for exceptionalism: expertise, speed, secrecy, flexibility, error costs, and the nature of the subject matter. In this Part, we evaluate these justifications and show that the case for exceptionalism is weak. Foreign affairs issues, it turns out, raise the same competing separation of powers values that arise in the domestic context, and the purported differences between foreign and domestic affairs are often overstated.

Boumediene further instructs us to look at the political history of a location to understand how the United States might exercise control. Here, the control exercised in cross-border shootings reflects broader U.S. customs and border protection policies that expand U.S. control beyond the nation’s territorial

See also More Accounts Emerge Following Deadly Border Shooting, Nogales International, Jan. 6, 2011, http://perma.cc/Q335-QL34 (reporting that a Border Patrol agent shot and killed Mexican national Ramses Barron Torres, 17, who was standing in Nogales, Mexico); Office of Public Affairs, Dep’t of Justice, Federal Officials Close the Investigation into the Death of Ramses Barron-Torres, Aug. 9, 2013, http://perma.cc/6Z3U-4MWJ (concluding that Barron-Torres was “on the Mexico side of the border fence when he was shot”); Office of Public Affairs, Dep’t of Justice, Federal Officials Close the Investigation into the Death of Carlos LaMadrid, Aug. 9, 2013, http://perma.cc/H64L-AYD4 (declining to prosecute Border Patrol agent who fired at individual across border shot and killed U.S. citizen Carlos Madrid, 19, who was in the line of fire); R. Stickney, ACLU Calls for Probe in Border Shooting, NBC San Diego, June 22, 2011, http://perma.cc/TMD5-EMAQ (reporting that Border Patrol agent shot and killed Mexican national Jose Alfredo Yanez Reyes on Mexican side of border fence near San Diego, California).
The links

All links (vested, unvested, dark and non-dark archive). 103749 in total.
The libraries

All libraries: 96 in total.
PermaTech
Perma.cc is API driven

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Perma.cc is API driven

POST https://api.perma.cc/v1/archives/
{url: "http://library.columbia.edu/"}

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Perma.cc is API driven

PATCH https://api.perma.cc/v1/archives/8L9H-5MZH/
{dark_archived: “True”}

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Perma.cc is API driven

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

http://amberlink.org/

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

http://example.com [http://perma.cc/M6MQ-XMH3]

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

```
python perma_export.py --key <perma_api_key> --output-dir <the/output/directory>
```

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

Memento support:

http://perma.cc/warc/*/http://example.com
Why are APIs cool?

CANARY WATCH

https://canarywatch.org/

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
Why are APIs cool?

You tell us.

https://perma.cc/docs/developer
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